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MODBOX SEASON II-2017
Visit of Prof. Allan Hahn & Coach Mr.Paul Perkins (Oct 2017)
Prof. Allan Hahn of the University of Canberra and Mr.Paul Perkins former
Australian National Boxing Coach visited India in October 2016 to meet with
the participating schools and trainees. A public performance was held at The
Moravian Institute who had been the first to introduce Modbox into their school.
This was probably the first time in the world that a Multi-School noncompetitive sports event was being held. It was a culmination of the values of
ModBoxing.
ModBox Season II was formally kicked-off by the two people responsible for
creating this new sport. Prof. Hahn announced that the program has been
extended into its second year of operation and Coach Perkins encouraged the
team to go out and introduce the sport to more new schools and bring in a new
set of coaches.

During their short visit they packed in a lot of activities. They visited remote
villages to meet with the communities; they visited existing and proposed
ModBox schools to meet the teachers and students; they visited the Tanjun
office to meet with the existing coaches and release the report, as well as they
visited the Tanjun LSTR centre to see the menstrual health unit and take an
update on the proceedings.
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Visit to Arthur Foot Academy-Bandarjur and Devbhoomi Shiksha Sadan-Telpura

Visit to Paradise Academy-Budhwa Shaheed and Apna Vidya Mandir-Dandapur

Visit to Paradise Academy-Budhwa Shaheed and the science show at the Jain Kanya Pathshala-Dehradun

With the team of trainees at the Jain Kanya Pathshala an all girls school
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Shields and trophies won by schools during the year for ModBox & Environmental activities were shared proudly by the trainees

Allan & Paul encouraged students to incorporate Indigenous games into their daily practice to keep things familiar & interesting.
A game of the extremely popular game ‘Kabaddi was showcased for them at the Paradise Academy.

The report for ModBox season I was keenly read by coaches as well as Allan & Paul and discussed in detail with the SEDA-Tanjun team.

Paul and coach Tanvi showcased technique and skills at the Jain Kanya Pathshala, an all girls school where ModBox is being taught
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Everyplace from the quadrangle to the classroom to the principal’s office turned into ModBox rings as trainees mingled with their favorite coach Paul

Pictures from the Multi-School Public Performance at The Moravian Institute who were very kind to host the show
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The extremely talented students of The Moravian Institute put up a grand show of music & dance and decorated the field with a huge ModBox logo on the ground
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The trainees showcased everything from warm ups, technique, skills, cooling down to mock bouts and the core value of playing without competing

The all girls team from Moravian showcased some exceptional fusion of dance and exercise
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Trainees from The Doon panchayat & Vatika put up a splendid show despite their challenged living conditions.

Standing ovations happened many a time during the high voltage public performance
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No ModBox activity is ever quite complete withour the mandatory group photograph with the coaches
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When all has been achieved, it is time for a bit of dancing and grooving for all the trainees and coaches.
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Adding New Schools (Oct-Dec 2017):
Tanjun initiated talks with various new schools and institutions where ModBox
will be carried out during season II. It has been very encouraging to have had
confirmed participation from the following schools. Some of these schools have
also agreed to send their teachers and students for the coaches training.
1.

The Arthur Foot Academy – Bandarjur

2.

Devbhoomi Shiksha Sadan
Kanya Ucchatar Madhyamik Vidyalay – Telpura

3.

Gyansagar Shiksha Sadan Jr. High School – Banjarewala

4.

Sri Lakhhimal Memorial Jr. High School - Banjarewala

5.

The John Martin School – Dehradun

6.

The Apna Vidyamandir School– Dandapur

7.

The Moravian Institute – Dehradun

8.

The Doon Panchayat -Dehradun

9.

The Doon Vatika - Dehradun

10.

Sri Mahaveer Jain Kanya Pathshala Inter College – Dehradun

11.

The Paradise Academy – Budhwa Shaheed

Tanjun, in the mean time has already started partnering with villages around
Dehradun to encourage plantation of Moringa (A tasty & nutritious vegetable)
under the ModBox-Greenstock initiative in return for providing support to the
villages in terms of waste disposal, water harvesting, animal reservoirs and
general beautification. This is not only likely to substantially increase the
nutritional input among children of these villages but also create friendly
inroads for expanding the program into village schools and communities.
Visit of Mz. Manmeet Kaur: (Dec 2017)
Mz. Manmeet Kaur, Nutritionist at the
University of Canberra paid a visit to
Dehradun to meet with the ModBox team in
India. She met with the participating coaches
and trainees of the Doon Vatika, Doon
Panchayat and Mahaveer Jain Kanya Pathshala
at The Doon School.
She also planted a Moringa sapling, which is a widely used and highly
nutritious vegetable in Indian households. She spoke to the trainees at length
learning about their experience with ModBox and told them about the need for
adequate and easily available nutrition for sportspersons.
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A meeting with the coaches followed this activity over a specially prepared
dinner consisting of nutritious grains and vegetables usually prepared in a
middle class Indian home.
The meeting was attended by Coaches Mr. Raju,
Mr. Namsin, Ms. Shakshi, Ms. Pooja, Ms. Tanvi,
Mr. Vishant, Mr. Amrish and ModBox team mates
Mz. Rekha Dey, Mr. Sumit K Agarwal & Mr.
Rajesh Gour.
She also spent a considerable amount of time in
meeting with the SEDA-Tanjun team members to
discuss future plans and how to make ModBox
self-sustaining by making nutrition an intrinsic part of the program. This was
followed by a visit to a Buddhist monastery to experience the way of the monks
who can survive under arduous physical conditions with minimal but highly
nutritious simple food. This learning is likely to go a long way in introducing
ModBox into marginalized as well as war worn societies across the world.
Training of new season II Coaches:
The training of coaches started on the 15th of December 2017. It was concluded
that Mz. Sonal Kapoor of SEDA India will lead the training and conduct the
CPP workshops assisted by Mr. Navneet Basnet (Fitness trainer-SEDA India),
Mr. Parveen Kumar (Modbox & Taekwondo Coach-SEDA India), Mr. Anshuk
Gupta (Coach & Coordinator-Tanjun), Coach Sakshi, Coach Tanvi & Coach
Vishant. Mr. Sumit K Agarwal and Mz. Rekha Dey would be present during the
training, which is being held at the Tanjun Livelihood Skill Training &
Research Centre.
The New coach trainees for ModBox Season II are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Ms. PALLAVI RAJPUT
Ms. NIVEDITA
Ms. MANVI
Ms. SHEETAL
Ms. JYOTI
Ms. DEEPIKA
Ms. NITIKA
Mr. NAVNEET BASNET
Mr. KARTIK PANWAR
Mr. VIPIN
Mr. ASHUTOSH
Mr. GAURAV
Mr. LAKSHAN
Mr. SHUBHAM
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Day 0. Dec 15th 2017
The resident ModBox coach trainees and coaches started trickling in around
evening to the Tanjun Livelihood Skill Training & Research Centre.
Introductions and familiarization were carried out over tea and wood fires as
everyone got into the mood for hard training and large doses of fun from the
following day.

Day 1. Dec 16th 2017
The non-resident trainees arrived early in the morning and were welcomed by
Master Coach Mz. Sonal Kapoor. The induction followed an innovative and
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jovial round of introductions by all. Mz. Sonal set the ground rules regarding
team stay, safety, interpersonal behaviour, mutual assistance, inclusive practice
and playing towards sports for all. The master trainer then went on to share
background information about Modbox, its inception, its values, its assessment
systems and its rules.
A short ModBox video was shared and the
difference between conventional boxing and
ModBox was showcased to the trainees. Thereon
the trainees were made aware of the 5Cs concept
and taken through a demonstration of basic
boxing movements i.e. the guard position, the
three types of punches and foot movements. The
trainees followed the demonstrations keenly and practiced with the coaches.
The practice session was followed by some introductory activities like peg
games as well as motor skills basics led by coach Mr Parveen Kumar (A
ModBox coach from season-I & a well known Taekwondo expert).
It was encouraging to see the trainees get involved in serious Q&A on the first
day, which is usually a rarity in such mixed environs.
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Day 2. Dec 17th 2017
The day started by introducing the trainees to coaching fundamentals and
sharing insights into effective coaching, characteristics of a good coach,
coaching styles, the prime objective of a ModBox coach, the philosophy of
coaching as well as dealing with difficult situations, safety concerns and
challenges that might arise during a coaching session. This session was
followed by an enhanced practical session that was designed to be a little more
tough than day one.

The trainees were also taught about teaching skills, an understanding of skill
development, stages of learning, factors that may assist the learning process,
task complexity; suggestions for the effective coaching of skill were shared and
offered between master coach and trainees. The trainees were shown the
traditional approach towards coaching in skills, how to develop a game-sense
approach during skill development while adhering to ModBox related skills and
techniques as well as using innovative methodology for instructing, correcting
& designing small activities around playing games.

The Q&A session was followed by practical demonstrations and participation
by trainees using ModBox techniques of offence & defense without touching or
hurting your opponent and without aggression. The trainees were also
introduced to the value of constant appraisal of the opponent as well as the self
while playing ModBox.
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Day 3 Dec 18th 2017
Day three started with the trainees being introduced to the concept of circuit
training and were introduced to the fitness aspects of ModBox. They learnt the
principles of physical training, developing physical qualities, strength and
conditioning training drills, considering the needs of the individual, insights for
an effective strength and conditioning training session and the use of boxingspecific training aids. They learnt the principles of specificity, individualization,
progression, overload and reversibility. They also learnt how by varying the
volume, intensity and time, one can vary the load of training and positively
manipulated them to meet the requirements of effective coaching.

Following the Q&A session the first group of participants gave a demonstration
of their session, which was followed by feedback. The participants resumed
their practise for attack and defensive techniques.
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Day 4 Dec 19th 2017
The day started with another participants group demonstrating their session and
corresponding feedback from co-learners. This was followed by a session on
how to plan a ModBox session. Since the trainees had seen two sessions they
grasped the concept well. They learnt planning for the delivery of a typical
training session, an overview of the factors that may affect a training session,
safety issues, risk management, components of a session, how to make session
plans, establishing outcomes, staging longer periods of training.

The trainee coaches were also introduced with the concept of public
performances and why they are conducted, what are the preferred attacking
actions and defensive actions and the rules and regulations of a non-competitive,
non-winning sport like ModBox. They were made to grasp and fully understand
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the importance & essence of performing, establishing positive outcomes and
establishing community engagement.
Day 5. Dec 20th 2017
The day started on a very active note
with two very charged up groups
leading activities and demonstrating
sessions in an atmosphere of collective
joy and underlying competitiveness. A
mock mutual assessment drill and Q&A
followed this power packed session.

After a short tea break The coach trainees were inducted into the ‘Child
Protection & Safeguarding’ training, which is significant as all community
coaches have to deal with children and must be able to ensure their safety. The
participants learnt to identify and mitigate any threat that may come to their
trainee children and how to report and escalate any matter in case they come
across an incident. The trainees were also sensitized to deal with a situation of
disclosure. The day long training was visibly exhausting on the trainees as new
realizations dawned and rapid unlearning happened during a short period of five
hours. The trainees then staged a demonstration of their learning & were
assessed by the master trainer.
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Day 6. Dec 21st 2017
The trainees that had joined in late were given the opportunity to present their
session followed by question and answer round and revision.
A lot of emphasis was laid on innovative
delivery of session with available
resources. Trainees were divided into
small groups given an hour to showcase
innovativeness using indigenous games
that could be played without too many aids
and could be reworked to serve the
resultants expected from a ModBox
training session.
This turned out to be an eye-opener for the trainees, coaches and visitors alike
as many indigenous games were dug out of memory, rules re-written and
approach redesigned for effective ModBox coaching.

Post evening tea all the trainees gathered for a lengthy Q&A session, mutual
corrective suggestions, good byes and sincere good wishes for becoming
effective ModBox coaches henceforth.
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Other activities during training:
The trainees were also given a live demonstration of the menstrual health
incinerator as they are likely to encounter these machines during their coaching
and be expected to encourage the schools to start using them where they are
non-existent. The incinerator is a result of the ‘ModBox season I’ initiative and
is also proposed to be installed in schools where ModBox training will be
imparted during ‘Season II’.

The team also welcomed talks given by Col. V.S. Malik (Retd) of the NungshiTashi Foundation, who spoke about the importance of girls taking on larger
challenges in outdoor and sports fields and the way they can convince the
community through continuous efforts and perseverance while showing success.
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A talk was also given by Mr. Rahul, an Internationally acclaimed rock climbing
expert who showed pictures and videos of near impossible climbs and
encouraged students to become fit through ModBox.

Keeping in mind the parallel environmental goals of ModBox a new
intervention was added into the training schedule by way of introducing
biodegradable tableware & crockery for trainee meals. These plates and bowls
are made using the wasted peel of sugarcane after the juice has been extracted.
These can be turned into compost post use and do not litter the way Styrofoam
and aluminum coated paper plates do. A special disposal bin has been erected
on the LSTR premises to create high value compost for the Greenstock
Plantation drive by further adding leaves and EM Bokashi (An organic
accelerator) to the discarded waste and food material.
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Mz. Sujata Paul, Promoter of these tableware made a visit to the Tanjun LSTR
centre and spoke to the ModBox trainees on the importance of sportspersons
taking the lead in saving trees and using waste to create a healthier environment
for all citizens. (https://www.chuk.in)

Mz. Jashoda Chhetri, Additional secretary with the government of Sikkim and a
passionate social worker travelled 2500 kilometers to see the ModBox
intervention and training. She is a fatal-accident survivor and a counselor for
injury related depressive syndrome. She spoke to the trainees and offered her
phone number requesting the coach trainees to contact her in case of any
symptoms of depression due to non-recognition or sporting injuries &
disabilities.
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Camp fires and discussions about the days learning formed a part of the training
schedule which consisted of lecture room discussions after breakfast, followed
by technical training and rounded off by games to enhance team spirit, motor
skills, responsiveness, alertness, respectfulness and inclusive fair play.

The back end team that made it all happen, at the LSTR.
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Trainee’s backgrounds:
1. Ms. PALLAVI RAJPUT is a Judo player and therefore very high level of fitness too.
2. Ms. NIVEDITA is a National level boxer keen to learn ModBox for fitness and agility.
3. Ms. MANVI is a former boxer who wants to become a fitness trainer.
4. Ms. SHEETAL is a primary school teacher who is also pursuing her graduation.
5. Ms. JYOTI is a primary school teacher who is also pursuing her graduation.
6. Ms. DEEPIKA is a primary school teacher with bottom of the pyramid children.
7. Ms. NITIKA is a primary school teacher with bottom of the pyramid children.
8. Mr. NAVNEET BASNET is a well-established fitness trainer.
9. Mr. KARTIK PANWAR is a student keen on coaching & skiing.
10. Mr. VIPIN is a daily wageworker doing odd jobs and wants to become a coach.
11. Mr. ASHUTOSH is employed as an accounts clerk in a school with interest in sports.
12. Mr. GAURAV is a student with very high aptitude in sports and coaching.
13. Mr. LAKSHAN is a student keen on developing his sporting acumen.
14. Mr. SHUBHAM is a student & factory worker wanting to make sports as a career.

Forms, Trainee Feedback (Translations):
The trainees wrote their feedbacks by hand, which have been translated as
follows. The original feedbacks have been filed for reference with Tanjun.
The trainees also filled out forms and assessment sheets, which have also been
filed for reference.
Name- Lakshan Singh; Age- 16; Place- Telpura

We came here thinking that we would be taught something we had learned in the past.
But I have learned new things here. I learned here how to coach kids on mod box,
before taking a session we need to plan it, we learned about coaching philosophy. I am
happy that I came here learned so many new things.
Name- Nitika; Age- 22; Place- Bandarjur

I came to know about mod box from Amrit madam. I work as a teacher. I came here to
learn mod box so that I could teach kids. I learned so many new things after coming
here, which I could use in my school.
Name- Sheetal; Age- 19; Place- Dandapur

We came to know about mod box at our school. We came here to learn about mod box.
We thought we are going to learn about just boxing but after coming here we find it
be different and learned many things about mod box.
Name- Vipin Kumar; Age- 21; Place- Ganeshpur

I came here to learn mod box. My brother told me about mod box. Initially I thought I
am not able to learn it but after madam taught me I felt confident. I learned many new
things in the training.
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Name- Pallavi Rajput; Age- 21; Place- Dehradun

I came to know about mod box through tanvi. I learned many things in our 5 days
training. I am judo player and started practicing again. I came to know mod box is
about participation. Aim of mod box is to keep people fit and happy. It was invented in
Australia. Mod box came from word modified boxing.
Name-Ashutosh; Age- 21; Place- Telpura

I was very excited while coming to the center for training, as I had never heard of mod
box. I was happy to go and learn something new. During training I learned about
mod box rules, discipline, and taekwondo, to give and take respect and to give respect
to girls.
Name-Jyoti; Age- 21; Place-Dandapur

I came here to learn mod box. I had no idea about how the training would be. I came to
know about from our principal. I learned new things here, how to be a good mod box
coach, should take part with energy and enthusiasm.
Name- Navneet Basnet; Age- 33; Place- Ghaziabad

I came here to gain knowledge on mod box and incorporate it in fitness programs.
Mod box training as expected was challenging and interactive with regular practice
sessions, making it different from regular certification courses.
Course helped me in refreshing my knowledge on boxing as well as gained new
information on mod box. Regular activities helped me to improve my fitness and plan
further growth.
Name- Shubham Kumar; Age- 22; Place- Ganeshpur

I came here to learn mod box and came to know about it from Vishal. I was interested
in joining this course. From the training I came to know about mod box rules, types of
punches, guard positon, how to do coaching and learned how to be a coach.
Name- Karthik Panwar; Age- 17; Place- Joshimath

I have many reasons for coming here and one of the main reasons is to get social and
learn more about mod box training. I came to know about this training from my
father .i was happy and excited to come here. I was expecting a typical training and all
those old sessions but when I came here I was happy because we all were strangers but
was living like a family.
I learned many things here, which I can’t even mention but the most important things
I learnt were how to adjust accordingly and get out of our comfort zone. I also learned
about the society and thinking of different people. I was inspired by Mrs. Sonal mam
and Sakshi maa’m to do multitask and stay positive. I learned to help others and
communicate with them and lastly I learned how to stay positive and motivated and
achieve my goals.
Name- Dipika Dhiman; Age- 21; Place-Bandarjur

My name is Dipika and I work as a teacher in Bandarjud School. I came to know
about mod box from amrit madam. I learned so many things in the training like
coaching and to respect game partner. In mod box no one should get hurt. Things I
learned here would use it in my school.
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Name- Nivedita; Age- 22; Place- Dehradun

Tanvi told me about mod box. I came here to learn mod box to teach in schools. I am a
national level boxing player. I learned how to use small activities to teach kids mod
box, how to keep activity fun for the kids and observe everyone, how to get use to with
your surroundings, we also learned how to save the environment by using
biodegradable plate (CHUK), I also learned how to utilize mod box with my boxing
skills.
Name- Gaurav Kumar Gangad; Age- 16; Place- Telpura

I came to know about mod box from our principal. But that time I had no idea what
mod box is. I came to here with my will to learn about mod box. I learned new things
here, which I never expected. I thought mod box to be similar to boxing but it’s very
different. It’s not about just winning but learning, fun, enjoyment and participation. I
learned winning is now the only thing, brotherhood and team spirit. After coming
here I feel like I got a new life, learned about cleanliness. I also made new friends here.
Name- Tanvi Ahmed ; Age- 22; Place- Dehradun (Coach)

I came here 1 year before to learn how to be a coach. Now I have been called back as an
assistant coach. I felt very happy when I was called back to train other students. Here
I learned new things as well as trained others as well. Today I came to know about
new trainin,g which is related to girl’s health. It showed us how to use a machine to
dispose used off pads in schools, which I really liked. I met many new people here and
got respect from them and I felt very good. I would like to thank Sonal ma’am, Anshuk
sir and Sumit sir for giving me opportunity to come back here.
Name- Shakshi Rawat; Age- 22; Place- Dehradun (Coach)

My name is shakshi; I come from a small city in Dehradun. Last year I came here from
Dehradun to take coaching to become a coach and now, I am here again as an assistant
coach for the new trainees. I learnt to be more confident, punctual, understanding,
interactive. I came here thinking that it would be same as I was last year, but this time
the students I met respected me as a coach and this feeling of being respected was
unique.
My all-time favorite thing, which is to interact with various different kinds of people,
was commendable. This time I taught few things to the students and got to learn more
in return.
These people taught me life is beautiful & your money cannot buy everything, few
things are priceless.
The new things I learnt was few exercises, which our student Mr. Vipin taught us
that made people happy. I learnt to be calm; to work more hard because nothing can be
perfect but everything can be improved.
Will miss the session.
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Attendance Sheet & Master Coach Evaluation Sheet:
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